IFFR Section Germany / Austria
Fly-In Potsdam
May 1st – 3rd 2020

Dear Friends,
in May 2020 the city of Potsdam is on our agenda:

Capital of Brandenburg…

Water City in between the Brandenburg lakes land
Castles city….

….of Prussian Kings

Friedrich-Wilhelm I Friedrich der Große

World known city of sciences

Friedrich-Wilhelm II Friedrich-Wilhelm III

Friedrich-Wilhelm IV

Historical city since centuries

Film city since 100 years

Cultural hotspot until today…and again!...

….many reasons to fly-in to Schönhagen (EDAZ now with GPS approach) visiting Potsdam
On Friday afternoon we will start with an exciting sightseeing tour to give you an overview of the
booming city with a population of around 180.000 people.
On Saturday we will join a presentation in the Urania Planetarium followed by the visit of Park of
Science of Potsdam including the famous Einstein Tower.
After lunch downtown an a short walk through the gardens of Sanssouci our next highlight will be
the world of Prussians Kings – the Castle of Sanssouci.
To enjoy our gala dinner on Saturday evening we will board the „Fridericus Rex“, a salon ship built in
1927 which will cruise exclusively for us on the Lake of Templin.

Hotel details:
Our hotel is the „Mercure“ right downtown
Reservation will be accepted until February 21st 2020 directly at the hotel by mail or by phone using
“IFFR” as keyword.
email:
Telefon:

group@mercure-hotel-potsdam.de
+49-(0)331-272 331

Room rates incl. breakfast are:
Double room
Single

€129.€109.-

Important: To expedite the check-in in process please send your ID details with your booking

Payment details: A lump sum* of €220.- per participant is charged for our activities
IBAN: DE67 2166 1719 0004 3871 55
BIC (SWIFT): GENODEF1RSL
account holder: IFFR Sekt. Deutschland/Österreich e.V.
purpose of use: Fly-In Potsdam
*The amount includes:
EDAZ: light lunch, soft drink, coffee /
Potsdam: guided sightseeing tour / dinner at hotel Mercure, buffet incl. mineral-water /
presentation at the Urania Planetarium / guided walk through the Park of Science of Potsdam incl.
the Einstein Tower / lunch at restaurant „Das Wiener“ incl. soft drink / guided tour through Castle
and Park Sanssouci / dinner on the Salon Ship Fridericus Rex/ all bus-transfers

We are limited to 50 participants
And there is no early booking discount but you are safe to join the Fly-In….
So please check in with the following form to neufert@maringo.de

Helpful details:
Hotel

internet:

www.mercure-potsdam.com

email:

group@mercure-hotel-potsdam.de

phone:

+49-(0)331-272 331

Airport

internet:

www.flugplatz-schoenhagen.aero or www.edaz.de

Secretary
Ingo Neufert

phone:

+49-(0) 172 2978 192

email:

neufert@maringo.de

phone:

+49-(0)171 551 22 88

email:

joosha@aol.com

President
Harald Joos

I am looking forward to welcome you in Potsdam
Sincerely
Harald Joos

President International Fellowship of Flying Rotarians Section Germany/Austria

Fly-In Potsdam 01.05.2020 – 03.05.2020
PROGRAM

Friday, May 1st
11:00 - 13:00

Fly In to the airport of Schönhagen (EDAZ)

12:30 - 13:45

Welcome and light lunch at the restaurant „Cockpit“

14:00

Transfer to Potsdam

14:50 - 15:00

Pick up of other friend at the Hotel Mercure

15:00 - 17:30

Guided sightseeing tour through Potsdam (en/ge)

17:30

Check-In Hotel Mercure

19:00 - 22:00

Dinner at the Restaurant of Hotel Mercure

Saturday, May 2nd.

09:00

Transfer to the Urania Planetarium

09:30 - 10:30

Planetarium Show / Live-Presentation (en/ge)

10:40

Transfer to the „Wisssenschaftspark Potsdam“

11:00 - 12:30

Guided tour to the „Einstein Tower“ (en/ge)

12:40

Transfer to the restaurant

13:00 - 14:30

Lunch at „Das Wiener“

14:30 - 15:15

Free time, city center about 100m away

15:15

Meeting point: Entrance at the „Am grünen Gitter“, Sanssouci

15:30 - 16:00

walk through the park of Sanssouci

16:00 - 17:15

visit of the Castle of Sanssouci (en/ge)

17:30

Transfer to the hotel

18:45

walk to our ship Fredericus Rex (50m from hotel)

19:00 - 23:00

Cruise and Gala Dinner

Sunday, May 3rd
09:00 - 09:50

Transfer to the airport Schönhagen (EDAZ)
Changes reserved!

„Certainty is not obtained by hearsay!“

